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Foreword

COMPETITION OVERVIEW
Summary
Guidelines
Marketing poster
Participants registration

DESIGN
PHASE
For the 9th year in a row, BGSU’s Department of Architecture and Environmental Design
has been
• The main 5object
Submissions
awarded a grant by the National Concrete Masonry Association Foundation.
of
•
Initial
judges’
scores
this student-centered architecture design competition is still the endless possibilities of expression
through intuitive, rational and innovative integrations of concrete masonry units. The continued
BUILD
PHASE
popularity of this design competition is due to the concrete masonry material; it has served
well
to
3 Submissions
connect faculty, students and the concrete masonry construction industry •to continue to
build a
•
Final judges’ scores
portfolio of design inventions based on CMU’s.
ASSESSEMENT
Hannah Dewhirst, a newly hired faculty who came to us from two distinguished institutions,
• of this year’s
Survey
analysis
the University of Michigan and the Cranbrook Academy of Art, was in charge
archi•
Student responses
tecture student design competition. Our third-year Architectural Materials and Systems students
profited tremendously from Hannah’s ability to experiment with ideas and methods that are simultaneously personally compelling and relevant to the history and body of architecture. Hannah
brought exciting new perspectives to the Architecture Student Design Competition by re-interpreting the discourse around CMU’s as a material, rethinking of the visual ecology of the current
campus site, and CMU’s and their relationship to our culture and our physical world.

Yet again, the BGSU Department of Architecture and Environmental Design is extremely grateful
for this grant made possible by the National Concrete Masonry Association Education and Research Foundation (NCMAF) and the Ohio Masonry Association (OMA) whose ongoing support
and interest have been crucial to the success of this ninth competition.

Andreas Luescher
Professor, Interim Chair, Graduate Coordinator
December 13, 2017

2017 Participants in the Architecture Student Design Competition sponsored by the
National Concrete Masonry Association Foundation.
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Competition
In the months of September through November of 2017, the BGSU
Architecture Program held its ninth annual Architecture Student Design
Competition. Five teams of students explored the theme “Tectonic
Phenomenology.“ The competition challenged students to submit designs
for an experimental construction in the context of an outdoor site on the
grounds of the main campus, and to explore a variety of issues related to
the use of dry-set CMU in design and construction. This year’s students
were asked to carefully examine the inherent qualities and natural
tendencies of the material, and to imagine new possibilities for assembly
techniques and for phenomenological effect. Students considered
concepts that govern architecture within a tectonic tradition of craft,
construction, detail and assembly, alongside careful site observation. The
goal of this year's competition was to inspire we, as designers, to explore
the endless possibilities of the CMU’s composition using concrete
masonry units and segmental retaining walls (SRW) or articulating
concrete block (ACB) units traditionally produced by Ohio NCMA Producer
Members.
Judging and Awards
This year's competition produced unusually strong entries. Judges were
asked to consider the following criteria, balanced by their personal
preferences: innovative use of material, physical design, and adaptive
construction technique. The final jury, which took place on Monday,
November 28th, 2017, awarded one First Prize, one Second Prize and one
Third Prize, with judges unanimous in their praise for the winning projects,
their important contribution to design/build culture, and the creation of
the winning designs' inventive stacking patterns and textural quality of
joining concrete masonry units.
Cash Prizes
Cash prizes of $1,000, $500, and $250 went to the first, second and third
place teams. Prize money was donated through a grant from the National
Concrete Masonry Association Education and Research Foundation.
Competition Objectives
• Bridge a relationship between architectural representation and physical
buildings
• Emphasize the interrelation of design and construction
• Encourage students to work as part of collaborative teams, resolving
conflicts, and managing communication
• Further the understanding of CMU’s as one of the world's most durable,
economical and functional building material
2017 Final Report Architecture Design Competition

• Encourage innovative solutions to the challenge posed by designing with
CMU’s
• Highlight CMU's as GREEN building materials and their contribution
towards LEED building points
• Connect students with individuals from concrete masonry industries
• Promote exemplary designs of future designers by displaying them
prominently on campus
• Utilize CMU’s as a guideline for building design and performance
• Recognize and award students for creative and innovative use of CMU’s
Feedback
In written responses to a post-competition questionnaire, the students
strongly agreed that the competition was a rewarding experience in
allowing them to develop critical insights about a unique building material:
the CMU. Students greatly enjoyed the hands-on aspect of the challenge:
out of the studio, into the field, where they had to reconcile their drawings
with real structures they could build; the students reported an enhanced
quality of learning that led to fresh perspectives on the nature of sites,
structures, materials, and other real-world considerations.
Acknowledgements
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PART ONE
1.1 Competition Overview
This year’s Architectural Materials and Systems class will participate
in a design/build competition sponsored by the National Concrete
Masonry Association Foundation.* 12 students, working in teams of
three to four students, four teams total, will design a structure to
be built out of concrete masonry units (CMU). Each team will put
together a design presentation that will be evaluated by a jury of
professional architects and construction and design experts. The
presentations will include exploratory drawings, a brief essay
explaining the conceptual and pragmatic aspects of the design, and
both a digital and conceptual model.
The first jury will select three projects to be built at full-scale.
Outdoor construction of the chosen designs will be carried out with
the support and cooperation of everyone in the class. All
construction will be completed within approximately four class
periods.
A second jury will then judge the three entries for recognition and
rank them according to first, second, and third place. Design quality
and masonry construction techniques will be the basis of the
evaluation.

(above) students on site
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1.2 Registration & Eligibility
This design/build competition is open to all registered BGSU
architecture majors, including students in the Architectural
Materials & Systems (ARCH 3360) class with the exception of any
person whose relationship to a juror might affect the juror’s
impartiality in carrying out his or her responsibilities.
Students enrolled in ARCH 3360: Architectural Materials and
Systems are required to participate in groups of three or four. Each
group will select a member to act as the project manager and
design representative at the juried presentation. In addition, each
team must have at least one junior majoring in architecture.
Each submission must include a separate entry form, and each
entry form must list all group members.
*If grant application is approved by NCMAF

1.3 Tentative Schedule
Phase one:
Tuesday August 29:
Thursday August 31:
Thursday September 28:
Monday October 9:
Wednesday October 11:

Phase two:
Thursday October 12:
Tuesday October 17:
Thursday October 19:
Tuesday October 24:
Thursday October 26:
Tuesday November 28:

Competition registration opens
Registration deadline
Dry run of the submissions
Entries must be received by Midnight
to be juried.
First round of jury deliberations and
public announcement of the three
selected design projects
1st Session of design/build
2nd Session of design/build
3rd Session of design/build
4th Session of design/build
Alternative session due to weather
Final jury deliberation and public
announcement and reception for the
winning projects
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PART TWO
2.1 Project Description
This project is designed to focus attention on the physical
properties of materials and the logic of construction techniques.
First-hand knowledge of materials - not only what they look like,
but their texture, their heft, their pliability and their particular
joining requirements- expand a designer’s conceptual range and
design intelligence. Actual experience handling materials and
meeting the demands of construction techniques provides an
understanding that cannot be duplicated in any other format.
Materials and construction are fundamental to design and not
merely functional or technical concerns to be worked out later.
Materials and construction techniques can be appreciated as
aesthetic contributions, not just as the physical.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Aesthetic Concept
Innovative Use of Concrete Masonry Materials
Functional Use of Concrete Masonry Materials
Constructability
SRW or ACB Hardscape Design

(above) Peter Zumthor’s kolumba museum in cologne
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2.2 Glossary
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2.3 Program
This year’s theme, “Tectonic Phenomenology” explores the
architectural potential to deliver meaning through formal gesture,
detail, and environmental analysis. As Steven Holl once said, “the
tectonic is ultimately central to what we feel.” How might the
careful consideration of the inherent qualities and natural
tendencies of the material, allow for a larger embodied experience?
How might the careful examination of the history of “everyday
building materials” lead to a re-imagining or re-organizing of our
constructional biases? This year, we are asking you to imagine new
possibilities for the experiential and perceptual expression of the
CMU. Your site studies and design work should culminate with a
finely tuned apparatus that very rigorously considers human
experience, light and shadow, time, cultural implication, and
inherent material qualities.
As a starting point, you will be asked to investigate the
interrelationship of geometry, form, tectonics, and materiality as it
relates to overarching organizational systems, structural logics and
physical setting. The goal of this year's competition is to inspire you,
as a designer, to explore the endless possibilities of CMU’s as
composition: using concrete masonry units and segmental retaining
walls (SRW) or articulating concrete block (ACB) units traditionally
produced by Ohio NCMA Producer Members.
Specifically, you are encouraged and expected to exploit the endless
possibilities of expression through the intuitive, rational and
innovative integrations of CMU’s. Besides the possible
combinations of placing concrete blocks adjacent to another
material, the visual ecology of the site creates an interesting
challenge to find a meaningful and poetic interpretation. But
equally important: How can CMUs influence form, affect space,
challenge perception and elicit experience that supports and
contributes to an architectural scheme?
It is up to you to re-configure the existing structures (retaining wall,
encircled fire pit, linear-shaped element and curvilinear wall) and go
beyond the traditional boundaries of closed architectural spaces by
re-integrating the surrounding landscape and environment in new
additive and subtractive compositions that showcase CMU’s as a
building material.
2017 Final Report Architecture Design Competition

Each design folly must specifically address conditions and reference
as follows:
1) Site analysis, mapping, and photographic record exploring
views, site lines, climate, sun’s path, topographic shifts, and
vegetation
2) Development of a narrative that considers the cultural and
historical implications of the CMU
3) Experiential qualities of structural expression
4) Research, as a reference, into Peter Zumthor, Sol Lewitt, and
James Turrell

(above) Sol Lewitt, Tower
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2.4 Site
The three selected designs will be built next to Parking Lot 19 on
Poe Street across from the Wood County Airport. The parking lot
and its contents, the trees, the small man-made hill and the airport
hangar should all be considered as elements of your design.

2.5 Field Trip
A field trip is planned to Wayne Builders Supply manufacturing
plant in Greenville, Ohio.
When: TBD
Date TBA: Wayne Builders Supply Tour @2:30PM
Where:
Wayne Builders Supply, 5410 St. Rt. 49, Greenville Ohio 45331
(circa 126 mi; about 2 hours 10 minutes from BGSU, Leaving
@12:15PM)
Contact: Mike Homan, mike@waynebuilderssupply.com,
(937) 417-2599

2017 Final Report Architecture Design Competition

Directions:
> Get on I-75 S from E Poe Rd and 95/N Mercer Rd
> Follow I-75 S to US-36 W/E Ash St in Piqua.
> Take exit 82 from I-75 S
> Continue on US-36 W. Drive to OH-49 N in Greenville
> The destination will be on the left of OH-49 ca. 24 miles from exit
82
Of course, some of you may know a better route, which is fine as
long as you get there on time!
PART THREE
3.1 Submission Requirement
All entries must be submitted without identifying marks (logos, text,
insignia, or images) on any presentation component. Any
submission that contains written or graphic material that in any way
identifies the student authors will be disqualified.
Teams must upload an electronic copy of the completed
registration form into Share One or Canvas compiled as a single PDF
file of the presentation boards (images at a minimum 300dpi, as a
tiff or jpg image).
No visible sign of the submission’s authors (students) in any way,
shape or form on any presentation components.
Submission for phase one
Board Size
Two (2) 20”x 30” boards to be presented (landscape format). The
boards must be mounted on 1/4” white foam board. Each board
must include the group’s registration number in the lower righthand corner of the board using a 36-point font.
Required drawings:
BOARD 1
Precedent study, process sketch(es), analytic diagram(s), proposal
rendering (digital modeling)
BOARD 2
Technical documentation (plan, section, elevation, details, etc.)
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Text: Required brief design statement should be included on Board
2, and as a separate 8.5”x11” print out.
Submission for Phase Two
Execution of design at 1:1 scale
3.2 Group Registration
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3.3 Jury and Award
Final Jury – to be confirmed
BGSU Architecture and Environmental Design Department
Representative:
Andreas Luescher, Interim Chair
OMA State:
Josh Naragon, Ohio Masonry Association, Executive Director
Academic Representation:
Ingrid A Schmidt, Architect & Adjunct Professor – University of
Cincinnati College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning
Practice Representation
David Corns, Architect – Team B Architecture & Design, Cincinnati
Judging Criteria
a) Aesthetic Concept (the visual appeal of the design, including:
overall appearance; the use of color, shape, and texture; and
integration with the surrounding landscape)
b) Innovative Use of Concrete Masonry Materials (novel use of
standard concrete masonry products)
c) Functional Use of Concrete Masonry Materials (how well the
design utilizes the various capabilities of traditional concrete
masonry units as building material)
d) Constructability (how well the design takes into consideration
its ability to be actually built)
e) SRW or ACB Hardscape Design (aesthetic appeal and function
of complementary concrete masonry hardscaping materials,
applicable for the design part of the competition)
Award*
1. Best Design/Build
2. Best Design/Build
3. Best Design/Build

First Place
Second Place
Third Place

*If grant application is approved by NCMAF

$1,000*
$ 500*
$ 250*
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2017 Competition Team Registration Form

Triangular Wood Block
Wedged Between Each
CMU

CURVED 15°OFFSET WALL

A

10/11/17
#4 Rebar
34" Exposed

PLAN

1" = 1'-0"

1" = 1'-0"

6

DATE:

CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

NORTH

WEST ELEVATION

DESIGN SUBMISSION

1" = 1'-0"

NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION / BGSU

NORTH ELEVATION

1) PROJECT CONCEPT: On construction drawings, "CMU Wall
Typical" is a commonly used term as describing a standard
vertical, staggered pattern with mortar in between each
block. This project re-imagines the "CMU Wall Typical," by
taking standard construction materials and reconstructing
them in an unexpected, modular way. By moving the rebar
to the outside of the block, we create a modulator, a design
element, as well as retain a lateral fastener. We are also
able to standardize a curved wall, by using wooden wedges to
create an exact, and easily replicatable curve.
2) TWO ATYPICAL CMU WALLS:
15°curved wall & 30°offset linear wall
3) CURVED WALL COMPONENTS:
Concrete Masonry Unit & 15°pressure treated wood wedge
4) LINEAR WALL COMPONENTS:
Concrete Masonry Unit & Epoxy coated #4 rebar
5) Modular system is designed for ease of
constructibility and flexibility in site implementation
6) Prototype site orientation minimizes noise pollution
from the airport and Poe Rd. while establishing an axial
connection with existing vegetation.
7) Patterning on the blocks and use of standardized parts
allows for easy scalability.

2017 ARCHITECTURE STUDENT
CMU DESIGN/BUILD COMPETITION

General Notes:

Atypical

Team 6 Design Phase Submission: 1st Place

SCALE:

AS NOTED
GENERAL NOTES,
DETAILS, PLAN,
ELEVATIONS

EAST ELEVATION
1" = 1'-0"

SHEET

SOUTH ELEVATION

LINEAR 30°OFFSET WALL
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

A1
OF 2

DESIGN SUBMISSION

NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION / BGSU
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A

typical

1" = 1'-0"

#4 Rebar
18 1/2" Exposed

6

DATE:

10/11/17
SCALE:

AS NOTED
SITE PLAN, LINE
DRAWING
PERSPECTIVE

SHEET

SITE PLAN
1" = 50'-0"

A2
OF 2

Team 11 Design Phase Submission: 2nd Place

SET IN STONE

An Ascending Alignment of Tree and Hill

The Throne of Power. Coveted by many
and corruptible by all, it sits dormant,
awaiting it's next taker. A forced
perspective placed upon the throne
overlooks the kingdom and even past your
walls. An alignment with exterior forces
reinforces the placement of your walls, but
they are only temporary. As soon as all
who have come before will realize, the
throne does not last forever. Your walls will
crumble, power will lose its meaning, and
in the end all you'll have is an aligned shell
of your former kingdom.

Plan Representation of Perspective Cone

The forced perspective keeps a
relationship with the surrounding
environment, while being a man-made
structure connected to it through a series
of sightlines. The walls also keep a
relationship between the environment
through a mathematical system of
placement. This mathematical system
places them to a corresponding
environmental piece a certain distance
away from the throne. However, these
block figures are also aligned so that the
smallest of them corresponds with the
largest of the environmental piece, and the
largest block figure with the smallest
perceived environment piece.
The movement upward of the walls
towards the hill is reinforced by the
invisible arrowhead placed at the foot of
the throne. The ascending walls lead to the
hill in the background that create an
ascension throughout the site, up the hill
and onto the plateau above. Additionally
there are only four solid blocks within each
wall create a visual feeling of the same
mass but a different volume. This makes a
visual balance of the blocks as they
ascend upwards and get larger
volumetrically.

Topographic Alignment

Datum Points

11

Background Alignment

Team 27 Design Phase Submission: 3rd Place

Flow

Views

Public Vs. Private

Perspective

27

#27

Framing Site is a simple CMU block design meant to isolate the viewer and provide privacy, while also allowing light and site views to penetrate the perforated facade and create a sensory
atmosphere. With minimal CMU blocks a sensory experience is created by enclosing the occupant within a confined space meant for only one person at a time. The two c-shaped block
formations are aligned with pre-existing walking paths, and point to an aspect of nature on the site. From within the structure, privacy and views are controlled by the height of the openings
in the blocks. The enclosure stimulates the imagination by allowing the user to view only specific moments of the site, as controlled by the perforations in the modular block arrangement.

Team 18 Design Phase Submission: 4th Place

A SUBLIME PERSPECTIVE
Upon careful observation of the site, we noted a specific view worthy
of being framed with the surrounding landscape: a free portion of sky
against the horizon caused by the hill’s slope between two clusters of
trees. This view became the centerpiece of the design, as one that
changes within every moment. The viewer is directed towards the
magnificently framed setting by reference of a specific area of the site.
This design is a simple look into the fields of anamorphic projection,
forced perspective, and optical refinement. By setting the viewer in a
specific spot, and drawing their perspective onto a constructed stage
which breaks the organic horizon and frames that blank canvas of sky.

43˚

100’ - 7”

41˚

5’ - 3”

25’ - 2”
25’ - 2”
25’ - 2”

A

A

16”

3’ - 7”

12

12

12

20’ - 1”

23’ - 9”
23’ - 9”

43”

23’ - 9”

3”

95’ - 4”

Georges Rousse

N

Georges Rousse

Luis Barragan

Anna Ker

James Turrell

18
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ARCH 3360

Phase 1 Design Judging

Juror Name: David Corns

Aesthetic
Concept (10)
TEAM 6

Site
Specificity (10)
9

Innovative use
of CMU (10)
6

Functional Use
of CMU (10)
9

9

Constructability of
Design Plans (10)

Total Points +
Comments

8

41

TEAM 11

8

9

7

8

8

40

TEAM 18

7

8

6

6

6

33

TEAM 27

8

7

6

6

7

34

wall height should be higher
if it is meant to block?
Interesting use of different
materials with CMU

Great relation to the site. I
believe there was mention
that the walls related to each
other as well as the site, to
see that relationship a little
more clearly or refined
would be a plus.
height could be taller to
actually frame the view also
the rendering in the corner
should be larger if it was the
main point, on how the view
looks from where you sit,
from a representation point
of view. The concept is
strong, however the CMU
should be thought of as a
more substantial presence
for the concept to be
realized.

I question the side views,
and the tightness of the
walls to each other, but
think the concept is good
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ARCH 3360

Phase 1 Design Judging

Juror Name: Ingrid Schmidt

Aesthetic
Concept (10)
TEAM 6

TEAM 11

TEAM 18

TEAM 27

Site
Specificity (10)
7

10

5

7

2

10

8

4

Innovative use
of CMU (10)

Functional Use
of CMU (10)
9

7

4

7

Constructability of
Design Plans (10)
8

9

4

5

Total Points + Comments

35/50 Like the commitment to technical
restraints. Lacks specific response to site
because they are evenly distributed and give no
9
idea of heirarchy, path etc. The walls are not high
enough to block views or sound, so I question
that as a motive.

46/50 Concept is meaningful and borne out by
the design. The use of CMU is not very
innovative, but it is restrained and specific which
10 I think is a nice choice, but I still feel that I have
to detract points because it's not specifically
innovative. Graphics are organized well and read
as very continuous.
31/50 Precedent is not aiding the board. Since
the 'markers' in the ground are so low, I don't
10 feel that they would actually guide your eyes or
frame a view in a significant way. I feel it would
be stronger if it were just the line

33/50 Graphics are too busy and not consistant.
The sketches and precedent do not contribute. I
don't get a good sense of the site from the
10
drawings except that a tree is there. The CMU's
that are turned sideways at the end of the curves
are very troubling and need to be resolved.

Team 6 Build Phase Submission: 1st Place

Team 27 Build Phase Submission: 2nd Place

Team 11 Build Phase Submission: 3rd Place

Assessment

1. CMU lectures as introduction:
a. knowledge gained about CMU’s as a product
b. understanding of a variety of CMU applications

Excellent (5) Very Good (4)
2
3
1
6

Good (3) Fair (2)
1
2
1

c. understanding of the CMU techniques

3

3

2

d. lectures as a motivator

3

4

1

Poor (1)

In summary, most students agreed that they learned the most about the varied applications of CMUs.

2. Competition Brief:
a. organization of information
b. clarity of information
c. adequacy of information

Excellent (5)
5
4
4

Very Good (4)
2
4
4

Good (3) Fair (2)
1

d. relevance/practicality of information

3

4

1

Poor (1)

In summary, most students agreed that they learned the most about both the organization of information and relevance as
well as practicality of information.

3. Design Program:
a. pace of the process
b. aims and goals of the design challenge
c. suitability of site

Excellent (5) Very Good (4)
2
2
3
2
3

Good (3) Fair (2)
4
1
2
3

d. input/support from faculty

2

1

5

Poor (1)
2

In summary, most students agreed that they received very good input/support from faculty.

4. Judging:
a. jurors as a group
b. jury feedback
c. evaluation criteria

Excellent (5) Very Good (4)
1
5
4
4

Good (3) Fair (2)
2
1
3
4

d. effectiveness of anonymous judging

1

3

3

Poor (1)

1

In summary, most students agreed that the jury as a group was an effective way of judging.
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Assessment

-Negative*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How long it took for design judging to
occur

Group not participating, but still
getting money
It would’ve been great if we could
choose the site
Grading criteria was relatively
unknown @ beginning, Jurors on site
wasn’t that in depth
Working with others is hard
The timeline was unclear
Bad time of day/year to get anything
done

+Positive*

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

After my team lost I was added onto
another group to help them
The money is a good motivator
I loved getting a hands on application of
what I’m learning, as students we don’t
really get that opportunity
Professor put forward a lot of effort. Very
well organized
Free creativity / team work / constant
help + motivation from prof
I thought it was nice to get outside and
work with our hands
The design portion was lovely
It was a good chance to get to build with
materials we design with

*Actual comments from the students
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